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Abstract 
In politi cal sci ence , there a.re many cases where individuals make discrete choices from 
more than two alternatives . Thi s  pa.per uses Monte Carlo analys is  to examine several 
questions about one class of d iscrete choi ce models - those involving both alternat ive­
specific and individual-specific variables on the right-hand s ide - and demonstrates sev­
eral findings. First, the use of estimation techniques assuming uncorrelated disturbances 
across  alternatives i n  d i screte choice models can lead to s ignificantly b iased parameter 
estimates. This po int is tempered by the observation that probabi lity estimates based 
on the full choice set generated from such est imates are not l ikely to  be b iased enough 
to lead to incorrect inferences . However , attempts to i nfer the impact of altering the 
choi ce set - such as by removing one of the alternatives - will be  less successful .  Second, 
the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) model is extremely unreliable when the pattern 
of correlation among the dis turbances is not as restricted as the GEV model assumes . 
GEV esti mates may suggest grouping among the choices that i s  in fact not present i n  
the data. . Third ,  i n  samples the s ize o f  many typical pol itical science applications -
1000 observations - Multinomial Probit (MNP ) i s  capable of recovering precise estimates 
of the parameters of the systemic component of the model , though MNP i s  not l ikely 
to generate precise estimates of the relationship among the di sturbances in  samples of 
thi s  s ize .  Paradoxically, MNP's primary benefit is its abi l ity to uncover relationships 
among alternatives and to correctly estimate the affect of removing an alternative from 
the cho ice set. Thus thi s  paper suggests the increased use of MNP by pol it ical scient i s t s  
examining discrete choice problems when the central question of interest is  the effect of 
removing an  alternative from the choice set. We demonstrate that for other quest ions , 
models positing independent disturbances may be  'close enough.' 
CORRELATED DISTURBANCES IN DISCRETE CHOICE 
MODELS: 
A COMPARISON OF l\/[ULTINOMIAL PROBIT MODELS 
AND LOGIT l\10DELS * 
R. Micha.el Alvarez Jonathan Nagler 
1 Introduction: Models for Multi-Candidate Elec­
tions 
In political science ma.ny cases arise where individuals choose among more than two 
alternatives. A prominent set of cases involves candidate choice, and several papers 
have dealt with this problem (Aldrich and Alvarez 1994, Alvarez and Nagler 1995, Born 
1990, Rivers 1988). In these applications, the underlying theoretical assumption is that 
individuals attempt to maximize expected utility. Thus, for instance, voters see a fixed 
number of candidates to choose from, and they a.re assumed to pick the candidate who 
brings them highest expected utility a.t the time the choice is being made. 
The most commonly used estimation technique for these models has been Multino­
mial Logit (MNL). However there a.re substantial drawbacks associated with the use 
of MNL because it assumes that the disturbances are independent across alternatives. 
This assumption suggests that if an individual \vere choosing between three candidates 
(say, Bush, Perot, and Clinton), then there is no relationship between an individual's 
disturbance for Bush and his/her disturbance for Clinton or Perot. If individuals view 
two candidates as having similar attributes in some unmeasured way (say there is some 
unmeasured characteristic of the candidates, with Clinton and Perot perceived as non­
incumbents in an anti-incumbent year) then the disturbances wilLbe correlated . Under 
this scenario MNL is an inappropriate estimator. 
In the MNL framework which contains only individual-specific, as opposed to choice­
specific, variables on the right-hand side, this imposes the Independence of Irrelevant 
*'i\Te thank Joh n  Londrega.n and La.ngche Zeng for t heir comments. A previous version of this p a.p er 
was presen t ed at t he Ann u al M eet ings of t h e  American Political Science Association, New York, NY, 
S ep t em b er 1994. Alvarez t h anks the Ol i n  Fou n d at io n  for support of h is research . 
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Alternatives (IIA ) property on the decision-maker. IIA holds when the ratio of the 
probability of choosing choice j to the probability of choosing choice k is independent 
of the set of alternatives available. Thus under IIA, adding Perot as an alternative to 
the choice set of Bush and Clinton would not affect the relative probabilities of choosing 
Bush or Clinton. Hence the econometric assumption of independence inherent in the 
MNL model leads directly to a substantive assumption of voter behavior. 
MNL is an example of a random utility model. In this class of utility models, the 
individuals' utility is broken into two components: a systemic component and a stochas­
tic component. Thus two models could be based on identical systemic components, yet 
be distinct because of different stochastic components. In most cases the systemic com­
ponent contains the substantive parameters of interest. The choice of specification for 
the stochastic component is frequently a matter of analytic convenience, rather than 
substance. Note that for I IA to hold a particular specification of both the systemic and 
stochastic component of a ranclorn utility model is required . For instance, in the Condi­
tional Logit Model where choice is conditioned on the characteristics of the alternatives, 
I IA would not be imposed even if the disturbances are assumed to be independent.1 
Two models which do not assume independent disturbances have been utilized in the 
econometric literature (but not as extensively in the political science literature). The 
first of these is the Generalized-Extreme Value model (GEV) originally discussed by 
McFadden (1973). The GEV model is actually a broad class of discrete choice models, 
ranging from the MNL model to Nested Logit models (Small 1981) .  While the GEY 
model does eliminate the necessity of assuming independence of disturbances, the GEY 
model requires imposition of specific structure on the grouping of choices. In the three 
alternative setting two choices must be assumed to be grouped, i .e ., viewed as similar 
alternatives to the decision maker, and the third choice is considered the 'out-choice.' 
This grouping becomes part of the model specification in GEV. Since we obviously may 
not know the structure of the choices, often this may even be a focal point of inquiry, 
this is a severe limitation of the GEV model in political science. 
The Multinomial Probit model (MNP ) was advanced by Hausman and Wise (1978) 
as an alternative to the MNL and GEV approaches. The MNP model assumes that the 
disturbances are distributed multivariate normal . This allows for a very flexible pattern 
of correlations among disturbances. Thus the MNP model is potentially very useful for 
political science applications. However, use of lVIN P has been limited for at least two 
reasons which have received attention in the literature. First, estimation has been a 
difficult empirical problem, since the choice probabilities often require the evaluation of 
high dimensional -normal integra.k2 Some steps have been made to reduce the dimen­
sionality of the integrals needed; others have claimed progress by replacing the choice 
probabilities with unbiased smooth simulators (McFadden 1989). Both approaches, along 
with increased availability of computing power, have helped reduce the computational 
problem posed by MNP. 
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Second, identification of the elements of the covariance matrix of disturbances has 
caused problems in prior work. No matter which approach is used to reduce the dimen­
sionality of the integrals involved, there are often many elements in the error covariance 
matrix to be estimated. For example, in the relatively simple trinomial probit model we 
have examined in previous work (and continue to examine here), there are three vari­
ance terms and three covariance terms which might be estimated in the error covariance 
matrix. One must be concerned with which of these error covariance coefficients are iden­
tified and can be estimated. Beyond the question of technical identification of parameters, 
MNP models may also exhibit a characteristic dubbed "fragile identification" by Keane 
(1992). Keane pointed out that even in models where all parameters are technically 
identified, the nature of the likelihood function makes it difficult in practice to distin­
guish between the parameters of the systemic component of the model and the estimated 
covariance elements. Thus one's estimates of all parameters become highly unreliable. 
The number of elements in the covariance matrix which can be identified depends upon 
the model specification. In the specification we examine in this paper problems of iden­
tification and fragile identification are avoided by the inclusion of a variable that varies 
a.cross both alternatives and respondents. 
Since the computation and identification problems can be overcome, MNP may be a 
viable and useful technique. However, even though all parameters in our specification are 
identified, presumably the absence of restrictive assumptions in the MNP model comes 
at a price: the ability to estimate precisely so many parameters must be limited. The 
few examples of applied work in political science using MNP (Alvarez and Nagler 1994, 
1995) suggest that this problem of obtaining precise estimates may be unresolvable given 
the size of typical political science data sets. For instance, if three covariance parameters 
are to be estimated, but in samples of 1000  observations it is impossible to achieve even 
a 90% level of confidence that the true parameter values are non-zero, then MNP would 
never allow us to confirm the utility of its use. Alternatively, if MNP allowed for precise 
estimates of the covariance para.meters, but produced standard errors of the estimates of 
the systemic para.meters much greater than MNL or GEV, then MNP might be a useful 
as a diagnostic tool, but not as an estimation technique. 
Thus a major purpose of this paper is to examine the finite sample properties of MNP, 
and tests its applicability to data sets likely to be encountered in political science. There 
is little disagreement that MNP has extremely desirable asymptotic properties. But since 
our data sets are in fact quite finite in size, an estimator with highly desirable theoretical 
asymptotic properties may not necessarily be an estimator that is of any use to political 
scientists. There have been few systematic studies of the finite sample properties of 
the MNP model, and no explicit comparisons of the MNP model to other estimation 
techniques (Keane 199 2; Keane 1994). In fact, in Keane's work on fragile identification 
( 1992) he ignores the sample size question; and he describes estimates generated from a 
single trial of ea.ch model specification. \!\le describe below the full set of questions we 
address via Monte Carlo analysis. 
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We proceed by considering six questions. The most obvious question to deal with is 
whether or not correlations among the disturbances will lead to serious errors of infer­
ence if they a.re ignored in the estimation procedure. If techniques such as MNL which 
assume independence produce reasonable estimates of the para.meters of interest in our 
models, then we could safely continue to use them. However, if we can demonstrate that 
techniques assuming independent disturbances cannot produce reliable estimates of the 
parameters of interest when disturbances are correlated, then there are strong reasons to 
abandon them for political science applications. Thus our first set of Monte Carlo ex­
periments uses a. model assuming independent disturbances (independent probit, i.e. ; the 
MNP model with all correlations between disturbances constrained to be 0) to estimate 
a model with three alternatives. We estimate the model under six different covariance 
matrices of the disturbances, and compare the estimates of the para.meters of the sys­
temic component to the true parameters. \Ve show that the IP model is liable to generate 
estimates of substantive parameters such that the expected value of the estimates deviate 
from the true values by a.s much a.s a. factor of four. However, given the non-linear nature 
of these models it is possible that alternative sets of para.meters could produce similar 
estimates when proba.bili ties of outcomes a.re estimated for the same set of independent 
variables. Thus we present the paradox that the IP parameter-estimates a.re very far off; 
but the inferences to be drawn are fairly close to the truth provided the inferences are 
conditioned on the full choice set used to generate the estimates. 
Since GEV has been the most commonly used estimation technique to model corre­
lated disturbances, the second question to consider is hovv well GEV will enable us to 
recover para.meters of interest if the grouping assumed in the GEV specification is not 
an accurate reflection of the correlation among disturbances. If the restrictive nature of 
the assumptions in GEV preclude it from recovering accurate parameter estimates, then 
GEV would be no more useful than techniques assuming uncorrelated disturbances. We 
use GEV to estimate our general model on the same six different covariance matrices of 
the disturbances. In two of the six cases the grouping we estimate is the correct grouping, 
and in four of the cases it is not. \Ve show that when the specified grouping is incorrect, 
GEV produces para.meter estimates that deviate from the true values by as much as a 
factor of six. And the results may offer no clue that the specified grouping is incorrect. 
However, again the estimated effects of ea.ch variable on the probability of choosing each 
of the three alternatives are close to the truth. 
The third question we consider is bow well MNP recovers estim�ates of the substantive 
parameters of interest in samples of 1000 observations. MNP would be an informative 
estimation technique if it proved to be capable of recovering the substantive parameters 
of interest with precision, even if it could not recover the correlations among the distur­
bances. \Ve use MNP to estimate our general model on the same six covariance matrices 
of the disturbances, and examine the relationship between the estimated systemic param­
eters a.ncl their true values. Even with only 1000 observations MNP produces estimates 
of the systemic parameters that are generally statistically significant at the 95% level. 
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The fourth question is whether or not MNP precisely recovers the estimates of the 
correlation between disturbances. The pattern of correlations among the disturbances 
may not be of any particular substantive concern in certain political science applications. 
But having the Monte Carlo results provides a baseline against which to compare results 
from actual data. If we are able to recover precisely estimates of non-zero correlations 
in the simulated Monte Carlo data., then we would have greater confidence that failure 
to recover such parameters in actual data results not from a failing of the estimation 
technique, but from the fact that non-zero correlations a.re not present in the process 
genera.ting our data.. MNP turns out to be less successful here, since we a.re unable to 
recover significant estimates of the correlations in a majority of relevant cases. 
Fifth, it is possible that even if MNP cannot recover precise estimates of the corre­
lations; it may be possible to reject the assumption of independence among the distur­
bances. A log-likelihood ratio test on all three covariance elements would have more 
power than the t-tests used on individual coefficient estimates. Thus we compare the 
log likelihood statistics for MNP and independent probit on 500  trials on identical data. 
This result is interesting in a perverse way: MNP only allows rejection of independence 
in approximately half of our cases. Thus there is a. high probability that even in the face 
of correlated disturbances, detection of the correlation is difficult: suggesting that we can 
never have confidence in estimates based on an assumption of uncorrelated disturbances. 
Sixth, a question of particular interest in models with multiple choices is what would 
happen if one additional choice were added, or an existing choice were omitted. We 
examine whether considerations of the correlation among disturbances offers improved 
estimates of the effects of omitting one of the three alternatives. Here we find our 
strongest evidence that the assumption of independence can lea.cl to incorrect inferences, 
and the strongest case for the use of the MNP model. 
In the next section we discuss both the MNP and GEV models in more detail. Fol­
lowing presentation of the models, we describe the Monte Carlo analysis performed and 
present the results. 
2 Multinomial Probit and GEV 
2.1 Multinomial Probit 
The multinomial probit model allows us to estimate the coefficients of the model without 
worrying a.bout the implications of the assumption of uncorrelated errors - since we do 
not have to assume the errors a.re identically and independently distributed. Instead, we 
can assume the errors a.re correlated, and actually estimate these error correlations. Thus 
MNP is the most flexible random utility model. Here, we present the details of MNP, 
which follows a framework originally proposed by Hausman and Wise ( 1 978 ); though we 
deviate from those authors in the specification of the covariance matrix of the error 
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terms. First, we develop the basics of a multinomial probit model for a three-choice 
setting. Then we turn to a discussion of modeling the error variances. 
We define a random utility function for individual i over each choice j, where j = 1, 2, 3: 
(1) 
here Xu i s a vector of characteristics unique to choice j relative to decision maker i, ai 
is a vector of characteristics uni que to the individual decision maker i, c is a. random 
variable, and U defines the systematic component of the utility function of a individual. 
U i s assumed to have the followin g functional form: 
(2) 
Note that we are assuming that U is a linear function of both the characteristics spe­
cific to the choice (X;J) a.nd the individu al (a;), wi th respective parameters /3 for the 
c hoice -spe cific characteristics and 1/;j for the in dividu al -sp eci fic characteristics. The lat­
ter coefficient is subscripted by j to indicate that the effects of the individual-specific 
characteristics vary a.cross choi ce s . Thus there a.re j '1/;s for j c hoic es . However, a nor­
malization sets one of those vectors of 1/;s to zero; a.nd hence j - 1 vec tor s of 'lj;s are 
actually estim ated . 
We assume that the random elements of the utility functions, c;j, have a multivariate 
normal distrib ution with mean zero and c ovariance matrix: 
(3) 
Now we assume that the individual chooses the alternative which will bring him or her the 
greatest util ity . This gives the following expression for the probability that the individual 
would choose the first of the three alt ernati ve s: 
P;1 = Pr[(U;1 > U;z) & (Uil > U;3)] 
pil = P1'[(U;1 + c;1 > Ui2 + c;2) & (Ui1 + c;1 > U;3 + c;3)] 
pil = Pr[(t:;z - c;1 < U;1 - U;2) & (c;3 - c;1 < U;1 - U;3)] (4 ) 
Since we a.re actually concerned with differences between disturbances, following Haus­
man and Wise ( 1978), we define: 
1]i,21 
1]i,3l Ci3 - C"il· 
(5) 
(6) 
The jo in t distribution for the Tli.il will be bivar ia te normal, with covariance matrix: 
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( 7 ) 
( 8 ) 
This allows us to write the proba.bi li ty that indi vidua.l i will choose a.lterna.ti ve 1 a.s: 
(9) 
with b1 being the sta.nda.rclizecl bi variate normal distribution and r1 being the correlation 
between ?Ji,21 and l]i,31: 
Similar expressions for Pi2 and Pi3 can be easily obtained. 
To simplify exposition, we define: 
Ui1 Ui2 
ui.1 2 = ----;o====== J O"f + o-i - 20-12 
(10) 
(11) 
which a.gain produ ce similar definitions for Di.JI.:· 'This allows us to facilitate writing our 
earlier expression for P;1 as follo ws: 
(12) 
Pi2 and P,3 can be e x pr es ed sin1ilarly. Now. the MNP mo del can readily be estimated 
by maximum likelihood, once we specify the covariance matr ix of the error terms. 
Formally, in the lVfNP mo de l as expressed here in utility differences, there a.re at most 
J(J - 1 )/2 free paran1eters in the co variance matrix which a.re estirnable, where J gi ves 
the nurnber of a.lterna.tives ( Da.ganzo 1979: p. 95). So, in the trinomia.l probit case, where 
J = 3, we ha ve rd nwst three elements of the co variance matrix which we can estima.te.3 
\Ve estimate the three off- diagonal elements of 2=; and normalize the variances to 1. 
2.2 The Generalized-Extreme Value Model 
The other model V·/ hi ch does not as ume the dist urba.nces are correlated is the GEY 
model.4 Both the lVlNP and GEY rnodels depend upon specifying a utility function for 
ea.ch indi vidual where the utility of ea.ch alternati ve consists of a systemic and a stochastic 
component. It is the s toc has tic co1nponent that differs across the tvvo models. Recall 
that we specify the utility of the ith indi vidual for the /h choice as follows: 
( 13) 
where a, is a vc:ctor of charact.eristics u nique to the individual i, Xij is a vector of 
characteristics uni que to alternative j relative to individual i (j = 1,2,3), ?pj and /3 are 
vectors of parameters to be estirnatecl, and ( is a disturbance term. For the MNP model 
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we assume that the disturbances have a multivariate normal distribution. The GEY 
model is derived by assuming that the disturbances have an extreme value distribution, 
which is given by: 
F( . ) _ [ G( -q -l2 -l3 )] E1, E2 , E3 -exp- e ,e ,e (14) 
where G is a nonnegative function with the constraints that it be homogeneous of degree 
1 and always greater than or equal to 0. 
Following Maclclala (1983) we simplify the notation by letting 1'ij = e V;j, where '\lij 
denotes the systemic component of utility (i.e., 1;£j = a;1/;j + X;j/3). For cases with three 
alternatives where the opera.ti ve hypothesis is that alternatives 2 and 3 are grouped, G 
can be defined as follows: 
(15) 
er is a para.meter to be estimated, and gives a measure of the grouping between alternatives 
2 and :3. Furthermore , er is bounded such that 0 :::; a < 1. 5 Thus an estimated value of 
0- outside these bounds suggests a misspecification problem with the model: the systemic 
component could be misspecified, or the grouping could be misspecified, or both. This 
unfortunately leads to the hope tha.t an estimated a within the range (0, l] suggests a 
correct model specification. In fact, as we show below, this is not necessarily the case. 
Probabilities are given by: 
C''(· 1,,· }/ }/ ) J il' ·i2' i3 
yl/(l-<7) ( yl/(l-<7) + y.�/(l-<7) ) _" i2 i2 i.3 
y_�f(l-") ( y1/(1-") + y1/(1-") )-" t.3 12 ·t3 
The log-likelihood function is: 
G' ( }/. }/. }/. ) 7 il' 12, i3 
This is straightforward to evaluate with: 
ln(P1 ) Vi - ln(G) 
(-
.
 
1 
) 
v; 
_ 1_ 
ln(g) 
v:1-o-
er ln(e 2 + 1 - (J 
(-
1 ) Vi - _ 1_ ln(P;3) aln(ev21_,,. + l - (J 
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_1 _ v: 1-o-
e 2 ) 
_1 _ v: 1-o-
e 2 ) 
ln(G) 
- ln( G) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
2.3 MNP vs. GEV 
If two models share similar substantive assumptions then choosing between them would 
simply be a matter of ease of use and statistical power. Since neither MNP nor GEV 
make the IIA assumption they do not differ in that strong substantive sense. However, 
while the models can share the same systemic component and random-utility framework, 
MNP does allow for a more flexible multivariate distribution of the disturbances. 
An obvious advantage of J\IINP over GEY is that it does not require any a priori 
grouping of the choices. In specifying the GEY model (for the three alternative case) 
one needs to assume one of the choices is the 'out-choice' in the construction of the G 
function. This is of course a substantive assumption, and embodies a prior belief of the 
structure of the choice process used by individuals. In MNP if such an out-choice exists 
it will be revealed by the pattern of the covariance estimates. Using GEY is conceptually 
similar to using MNP, but fixing two of the covariance values to be 0, and only estimating 
the correlation between the rernain ing two alternatives. Obviously one could estimate 
three GEY models, sequentially assuming each of the three choices as the 'out-choice'. 
For each proposed structure one would want to know if O' falls within the range 0 to 1 .  
This is a backwards way of doing things if the nature of the grouping is a question to be 
answered, rather than an assumption one is willing to make. 
A second disadvantage of GE\! becomes clear when we consider grouping structures 
more complicated than the 'two like alternatives' case. Consider for example that choice 
3 shares some unm easured attributes \vith choice 1, and shares additional unmeasured 
attributes with choice 2. This would cause the disturbance of choice 3 to be correlated 
with the disturbance of choice 1 and of choice 2; though there would be no correlation 
between the disturbances of choices 1 and 2 (this cor responds to 2-:D below). GEY could 
not capture this relationship , and MNP would be the appropriate modeling choice. 
3 Monte Carlo Tests 
In our Monte Carlo simulations, vve pi cked a sample size for ea.ch trial of 1000 observations 
because we think this is typical for survey data: a common case where choice problems 
anse. The underlying mod el speci fication was given by: 
U1i .:3 . 1  * :r1i + 1 * ll1i - .2 * ll2i + f 1 i (25) 
U2i .7 . 1 * X2i .7 * ll1i + .04 * ll2i + C:2i (26) 
u3i . 1  * X3i + C:3i (27) 
Notice that the "true" model speci fication here includes two distinct types of coefficients 
to be estimated. First, we a.re estimating only one alternative specific coefficient, which 
we denote by (3. Furthermore , note that the xs vary by alternative and individual. This 
would correspond to a case such as the i deological distance between a candidate and a 
voter. Second, we estimate six coefficients of indivicfo.al specific variables , which we will 
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refer to as ·1/J11 thru l/J23• For clari ty : 
U1i + rl * :r1i + 
lhi 7/)21 + /J * X2i + 
u3i /3 * T3, + E3.; 
7/112 * Cl1i + 
t/122 * Cl1i + 
·l/J13 * Cl2i + 
7/123 * Cl2i + 
E1£ 
E2i 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
Our choice of the "true" model specification was again driven by our desire to examine 
the properties of both MNP an cl GEV under the conditions most political scientists would 
face.6 T'he as were drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0, variance 1; the xs 
were also drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0, variance 1. \Ve estimated this 
model using six different covariance matrices for t he dist urbanc e t erm s : 
�c = [ (\ 0 �·8 ] 
-. 8 CJ I 
() [ 1 
�E = 0_ , .c:J 
1 
- .8 
[ 1 0 .8  l 
�B = () 1 0 
. 8  0 1 
'fio = 
[ � 0 :� l .5 .8 l 
[ l -. 2 - 5 l �p = - .2 l . 8 -.5 .8 l 
For each tr ia l , three errm terms correspo nd in g to a pa rtic ular tiivariate normal error 
covariance matrix were drawn usi ng the a lgo rit hm described in Bratley, Fox and Schrage 
(198:3: p. 1.5:3-154).7 In onr d iscussions of the various Monte Carlo simulations below, 
we refer to these different actual error processes by their respective subscripts, A thru F. 
4 Monte Carlo Results 
4.1 Independent Probit Results 
To provide a ba seline for comparison. we begin with six Monte Carlo trials using t he 
Ind ep en den t Probit model. This is the multinomial probit model, with the covariance 
terms constrained to be zero so that we main tai n the assumption that the errors are 
homoskeclastic and lmcorrelatecL Thus this would be ana.logous to the Conditional 
Logit (CL) model; which is a more general logit model than l\!INL in that it allows 
for a.l te rna tive-spec ific variables. The relatio nsh ip between IP and CL is analogous to 
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the relationship between binaJ')' p robit and binary logit. They assume stochastic compo­
nents with fundarnenta.lly sirnila.r properties, with slightly different distributions. In the 
binary probit and logit case the difference is primarily evident in slightly wider tails for 
the logistic distribution compared to the normal distribution. Thus any findings for IP 
should be generalizable to CL. 
If in fa.ct a rnoclel assuming uncorrelated disturbances produced accurate  estimates 
for the systemic para.meters of the model then the utility of both GE\! and MNP would 
be called into question. Thus our primary focus here is on the ability of this model to 
recover the systen1ic parameters when the disturbances violate the assumptions of  the 
model. Table l reports the estimates of the Independent Probit model on 500 trials 
ea.ch of the model with covariance ma.trices A thru F. vVe report the mean of the esti­
mated coefficients, the mean estimated standard-error of each coefficient, and the sample 
standard-error of the estimated coefficient over the 500 trials. Given that these are full­
information maximum likelihood estimates, the latter two should be identical. But we 
report both to verify the reliability of the calculated standard error. 
First, if we assume that the errors are homoskeda.stic and uncorrelated, and the errors 
correspond to that assurnption (column A), the IP n10del does a very goo d  job repro­
ducing the "true" model pa.ranwters. A.11 of the means of the coefficient estimates match 
the true values to two significant digits. If we assume independent disturbances, and our 
assumption is incorrect, it i::: clear that the IP model will lea.cl to inconsistent estimates. 
In columns B thru F of rI'able 1 ,  there is substantial error in the estim�a.ted model co­
efficients. For instance, in column B our average estimate of 1f'l is off by a factor of 2 
(�11 = .6:3; '1111 = .:3). '{et the slanclarcl error of . 1 0  suggests that we have a very precise 
estimate of 'lj111. In Li.ct, in colurnn Bour estimates of every coefficient except  (3and1/;23 
are off by rnore than two sta.ncla1·cl-errors. And acro:::s colunms C thru F the situation 
is equally bad: the es ti nrntecl coefficients frorn the model are generally several standard 
errors away frorn the true para1neters. 
However, a quirk of even binary probit rnoclels is that the coefficients a.re not strictly 
identified. The ratio of the coefficient to the standard error of the disturbances (/3 /a) 
is identified; and we generally normalize a to be 1 and estimate (3 /a. Thus if we are 
forcing a to be incorrect here in the IP estima.tes, it follows that our estimate of /3 will 
not yield the true para.meters of the model. But, the estimated probabilities, which will 
b e  computed by combining ,L� with the incorrectly constrained a = l may in fact 'mimic' 
( to  b orrovv Keane's phrase) the true probabilities. 
Thus in Tables 2A and 213 we compute probabilities using the estimated coefficients 
for the F covariance rnatrix l'ron1 l\fNP and IP . The computed probabilities illustrate the 
effects of changes in o1 and :r 1 on the predicted probability of choosing ea.ch alternative 
for IP and MNP. These estirnates are based on !:iF. The probabilities in Table 2a are 
computed with :i:1 = .5, :r2 = .5, a::3 = -.5, u1 = . :), o2 = -. 5 . The table gives the 
predicted probabilities of choosing alternatives 1, 2, and :3 for such a. respondent when 
a1 = .5; and then indicates the new estimated p robability -- and corresponding change 
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in probability -as a1 successively takes the values .25, 0, and -.5. The initial ( a1 = .5) 
IP estimates slightly o verpre dict the probability of choosing choice 1 and underpredict 
the probability of choosing choice 3. Howe ver, across the entire range of values for a1 the 
predicted probabilities for IP an d NINP ne ver differ by more than .03. 
Table 2B in vestigates whether the phenomena is also true for changes in the alternati ve 
specific variable, :r:. The pro babilities in Table 2B are compute d with the same values 
used in '['able 2A. except that T1 successi vely takes on the values: 1, .5, 0, and 4. Again, 
predicted probabilities for l\!INP an d IP ne ver differ by more than .03 . Thus the differences 
between the estimated coefficients and the true parameters do not lead to the errors in 
prediction one would expect. 
Thus the basic conclusion to be drawn from the result in Tables 1 and 2 is that 
e ven if there is reason to believe that the errors a.re correlated (theoretical priors about 
IIA, a. badly spec ified rnodel, or poorly meas11red data.), estimating a. model assuming 
independent errors rnay not have very ha rsh consequences. The parameter estin1ates 
generated frorn suc h a rnoclel arc inconsistent, while the standar d errors suggest that 
they are very accurate esti mat es. 'The estimate d parameters combined with incorrectly 
constrained sigmas do in fac t appear to rnimic the true probabilities, pro vided they 
are computed over the full choice set.8 Howe ver, the estimated effects of changes in 
independent variables a.re much more accurate than one would guess looking at the 
parameter estimates. An d while we do not report alternati ve logit models here which 
assume unco rrela ted disturbances, there is no reason to expect them to perform differently 
than IP. 
4.2 G EV Results 
We next examine tbe performance of GEV un der the same circurnstances. \Ne estimated 
a model with the san1e sysLemic component, but assume d that the disturbances ha ve 
a generalized extrerne value distribution, similar to equation (15), except that choices 
1 an d ;3 grouped. rrhi s should produce parame te r estimates under co variance matrices 
A, B, and C that are close to the true values. Since the disturbances in the trials 
are actually multivariate notTnal, not extreme- value, om estirnates will not be exa.ct.9 
Howe ver, provid ed the pattern of c orre lat ion s across d ist urb anc es is as we postulated, 
we do not expect the d i fferen ces to be any worse than what we vrnuld experience runing 
logit instead of pro bit if the disturbances in a binary choice problem were really normal, 
or vice-versa.10 
The GEV rnodel performs quite well when in fact the disturbances are independent 
(column A). All estimates are with in less than one-half stan dard error of the true values. 
GEV also does well when the postulate d grouping accurately reflects the structure of the 
co variance matrix of the disturbances. In column B the co variance matrix has a positi ve 
correlation between choices 1 and �3. and the rernaining two off- diagonal elements are 0. 
This corresponds to t he grouping of choices 1 and :3. Est irnate d coefficients are within 
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a s tandard error of t he t rue parameters . And our est imate of O" for the grouping is .64; 
the square of the actual correl ation between the d is turbances for choices 1 and 3. For 
the case where the correlat ion between the disturbances of choice 1 and 3 i s  negative 
(column C), GEV does not do as well . The est imates of the coefficients are st i ll with in 
1 s tandard-error of the actual values , but none are as  accurate as  the previous case .  
The est imated value of O" i s  s t ill close to the negat ive square of the correlation; but the 
s tandard error i s  much larger . The estimates are reported in  Table 3. 
In each of the cases in columns D thru F the covariance matrix of the disturbances 
contains more than 1 non-zero of -diagonal element . Thus GEV is incapable of capturing 
the relat ionships between the dis turbances. As Table 3 i ndicates , in such cases GEV does 
a very poor j ob of recovering the systemic parameters . The est imates of 'ljJ11 are between 
4 and 6 t imes too large .  O ther est imates are similarly bad:  1/J21, 1p22 , and 1/J23 are off 
approxim ately by factors of :3. Thu s a.gain, a. model assuming an incorrect relat ionship 
between d is turbances produces systemic est im ates that a.re not b iased by a .  small amount , 
but are biased by a large a.mount . 
What is also problemat ic with the GEV estimates i s  the est imate of the grouping 
parameter O" in column D. Here the estimate of O" is . 59,  wi th a t -stat i s t ic  of 1 . 64 . Thus 
if one u sed the  criteri a of es ti mating er to be w i thin ( 0,1 ) , th i s  model would suggest  that 
the postulated grouping of choices 1 and 3 is correct .  However, in covariance mat rix D 
the grouping i s  actu ally niu ch more complex .  In fa.ct the  highest correlat ion between 
disturbances is between choi ce 2 and choice :3 , not choices 1 and 3. Thus a researcher 
est imating case D us ing GEV would be tempted to infer that choices 1 and 3 are grouped,  
when in fact th is  i s  not the case .  Fur thermore , est imates of O" in case E and F are -.49 
and -.26, respectively, and reach s tat i s t i cal s ignificance . In such cases the researcher 
would t radi t ionally be unable to reject independence , and presumably resort to IP or 
CL. However, bo th  t hese models would perform badly . 
The interpretat ion of <f i n  GEV estimates is generally not very rigorous .  We empha­
size here that an est imate of a outs ide the  interval (0, 1] does not suggest abandoning 
the search for the correct grouping and assuming indepen dence. Rather ,  i t  suggests  con­
s idering an est imat i on proced u re capable of specifying more general grouping than GEV 
can handle .  S imilarly, we ernphasize that an est imate of O" with in (0,1] does not guaran­
tee that the correct grouping of al ternatives has been ident ified . We t urn below t o  the 
Multinomial Prob i t  Model as an example of an est imat ion technique which can handle 
more complex structures of t h e  dis turbances. 
However , a.gain it is-important to see if the GEV model produces accurate  estimates 
of probabilit ies even when the parameter estimates are not accurate . Table 3A gives es­
t imated probabi liti es using the GEV model for d i fferent values of the individual- specific 
variable a. No est irnatecl p robabi l i ty d iffers from t he corresponding probabili t ies gener­
ated by the MNP est imates by more than .OLL Table :3B gives probabili t ies est imated by 
GEV different values of the alternat i ve-specific var i able x. Again ,  no est imated proba­
bi lity differs from probabili t i es computed from MNP est imates by more than .04. Thus ,  
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as wi th  IP est imates, bad G E\/ est imates appear capable of producing good predictions . 
4.3 Effects of Removing an Alternative 
S ince we find i t  inconceivable that est imates as bad as those generated by IP  and GEY 
can really be as good as MNP  estimates , we put them to one more test . Rather than 
predicting the probabi l i ty of choosing each of the three alternati ves , we use them to 
produce the probabi lity of choosing alternat ive 1 when al ternat ive 3 i s  removed from the 
choice set . Thi s should cause problems for the IP and GE\/ est imates . After all, the 
disturbance for choice 3 i s  negat ively correlated with the disturbance for choice 1 ( 0"13 = 
-.5) and pos it ively correlated with  the disturbance for choice 2 (a23 = .8). Thus if choice 
3 is eliminated it should help choice 2 more than IP realizes. In other words ,  IP should 
underpredict choice 2 and overpredict choice 1. This  is exactly what happens . Table 4 
gives the estimated probabili ty for choosing alternative 1 when alternative 3 i s  eliminated 
from the choice set generated by the MNP, IP, and GE\/ est imates . IP overpredicts this 
probability by .06, and GE\/ overpredicts by .07. For the alternative-specific variables , 
both IP and GEVboth overpredict the est imated changes in  probabil i ty, but not by as 
large a margi n (.02 and . 04, respectively). The important point contained i n  Table 4 
i s  that the primary pro blem with t he IP and GE\/ models are that they will produce 
incorrect predictions about the choices ma.de by deci s ion makers when the choice set is 
altered . 
4.4 Multinomial Probit 
Next we present our lVIonte Carlo est imates u sing the lVIultinomia.l Prob i t  model . Since 
mult inomi al p ro bit is the 'correct' model for the data . , we should recover consistent es­
t imates of the para.meters of interest .  Hence our primary concern here i s  our ability to 
recover precise est imates of t hese parameters with samples of 1000 observations . We are 
concerned both wi th recovering the systemic  parameters , and with recovering estimates 
of the correlation across  the d i s turbances . \i\Te est imated a. multinomial probit model 
for each of our six covari ance ma.tri ces (A thru F ) in which we constrained the diagonal 
elements to be l, and est imated the three of -diagonal elements .  Thi s  i s  the most general 
specification avai lable to u s .  The est imates of the systemic coefficients a.re reported i n  
Table 5. 
F irst, we do accurately recover the sys ten1i c parameters . Four of t he est imates of /3 
are wi thin 10% of the actual parameter, and all a.re wi thin a s tandard error . S imilarly, 
five of the six estimates of 4,11 a.re within 20% of t he actual para.meter , and all are well 
within one-half standard error. ln fa.ct all 42 coefficient es t imates in Table 5 are within 
one s tandard erro r of t he actual parameter value .  Thus  MNP can be  a. viable estimation 
technique for cases with only 1000 observations . MNP can recover significant est imates 
of the systemi c para.meters, which a.re generally the para.meters of interest. 
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I t  i s  i nformat i ve to  compare t h e  s tandard errors here wi th the s tandard errors for the 
independent prob i t  model for co l u mn A. MNP i s  generally able to recover est imates that 
are significant at t rad i t i onal levels . For the para.meters /3 ,  1/;12 , 'l/J13 , 'l/J21 , and 'l/J22 the 
MNP est imates are on average more than twice their s tandard errors for at least five of 
the s ix covariance matri ces examined . In thi s  case the independent model i s  appropriate ,  
and in  Table  5 we are actually attempting to es t imate values for 3 correlat ions that are 
in fact 0 .  Here M N P produces s tandard errors that a.re as much as four t imes as large as 
the standard errors from the IP model , though on average t hey appear t o  be a.bout twice 
as large . On the one hand th is is quite a pr ice to pay to allow for a more general model 
structure .  O n  t he other hand, considering how bad th e IP estimates can be in  the face 
of correlated d is turbances , th i s  is a very small pr ice (or perhaps a very necessary price ) 
to pay. 
However ,  it remai n s  open as to whether MNP can recover significant est imates of 
the elements of the covariance matr ix of the d i s turbances . There a.re three reasons we 
might want to recover these parameters . First , they could be of substant ive interest 
should we have bel iefs a.bou t  the grouping process of decis ion-makers .  Second ,  we might 
want to test for i ndependence of the dis turbances as a diagnost i c  tool . Third ,  they 
help us understand the  effect s of removing an al ternat ive from t he choice set . Table 6 
below shows the estimated covari ance ma.trices from our Monte Carlo experiments ,  as 
well as the actual covar i ance matrices used to p roduce the  data. .  In the s ix separate 
experiments we t ry to recover a total of nine non- zero correlat ion s .  We a.re able to 
recover est imates s i g n i fi can t l y  d i fferent from zero by normal s tat i st i cal cri t er ia. in only 
three of these cases . T h u s  t h e  M N P  rno clel can recover three error covar iances , but the 
precision of the estimated covar i an ces in samples of the s i ze  pol i t i cal s cient i s ts  a.re likely 
to encounter is not necessaril y like l y to allow us to determine the nature of the grouping . 
However ,  even if the M N P  model does not all ow for precise estimates of each element 
of the covar i ance m atr ix, it wou l d  be useful if MN P cou ld  be used to examine if any 
off-di a.gon a.l element of the covariance matr ix  is non-zero . This would be  a. test of i nde­
pendence of t he di s t u rbances . Such a. tes t  would be extremely useful as a. d iagnost ic tool . 
We have seen how badly est imation techniques assuming uncorrelated disturbances per­
form when the disturbances a.re correlated . Having a. stat i s t i cal test available that could 
suggest  to us  when i ndependence is a. vi able assumpt i on would allow us to  continue to 
use est imat ion techni ques s u ch as CL and IP under appropri ate circumstances , s ince we 
would be able to identify such circumstances . Such a s tat i s t i cal test is  readily available 
via a log-li kelihood rat i o  tes t us i ng the MNP and IP models . By estimating the MNP 
model, then constrai n ing the covar i ance element s  to be zero and est imat ing IP,  twice the 
difference between the log-likel ihood values will be d i s t r i buted x2 with three degrees of 
freedom . 
We performed th i s  tes t  for t he 500  trials w i t h  �E · I n  48% of t he tr ials the x2 value 
was large enough to rej ec t  independence a.t the 90% con fid ence level . In 32% of the trials 
t he computed :x: 2 val u e w as l arge enough to rej ect independence at the 95% confidence 
level . Th i s  i s  n o t  too en co u rag i n g  tow ard s l\,fN P ' s u t i lity as a. diagnost ic  tool .  Remember 
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that L, E  i s  a covariance matri x with large correlations among disturbance terms .  Thus 
even in as 'messy ' a case as t h i s ,  one would rej ect independence only half the t irn�e. 
However , paradox i cal ly , i t  i s  t h e  weakness of M NP as a .  d iagnost i c  tool that suggests 
even more strong ly the  i m portan ce of  i t s  use as  an est imat i on technique .  For these tests 
suggest  t h a.t even in t he face of h igh ly  correlated d i s turbances , which \Ve have shown 
cause s i gn ificant b i as in  IP  es t i mates of  the substantive para.meters , we wi l l  not  be able 
to expl i ci t ly  demonstrate  that the  d i sturbances are correlated . This means that in all 
cases , est i m ates generated v i a  I P  w i l l  be  suspect . 
5 Dis cussion 
This pa.per has t wo main p u rp oses . One main purpose of this  paper \Vas to examine 
the small sam p l e  p c rfonnancc' of t h e  M N P  1nodel to deterrnine i t s  potent ial usefulness 
for poli t i cal sc ience appl icat i on s .  O ur ot h er ma.i n purpose was to  determine the conse­
quences of not runn i ng MNP and i n stead rely i ng  on  a techni que assuming independent 
d isturbances . 'vVe have very clearl y shown that when the errors are correlated ,  Indepen­
dent P rob i t  does a poor j ob of producing es t imates of the para.meters of the systemic 
component of the model .  B ut we have j ust as clearly shown that Independent Probit 
will produce reasonably fa i t hfu l est i m ates of probab i l i t ies ,  and hence lead to accurate 
i nferences , p ro 1 1 idul th ese a .re b a.scd on the fo l l  cho ice set . Our examination of GEY has 
shown that C EV h as a s i rn i l a .r p ro p erty to IP : i t  tends  to produce est imates of the sys­
temic pararneters t h at are b ad l y b i ased , but y i e l d  reasonably good est imates of the effects 
of changes in p robab i l i t i es h a.sec! on changes in i ndepen dent  var i ables . However , GEY 
may give resu l t s  s ugges t i ng t h at an in correct  grouping i s  a correct model specification . 
Conversely, as would be ex p ected , even i f  the errors are uncorrel ated but we atten1pt to 
est imate them ,  t h e  !VlNP rnod el p ro d u ces cons i sten t est i m ates of the parameters of the 
model . The fai l i ng we h ave clen1 ons tratcd in both IP  and CEV i s in  how they perform 
in predi ctin g  probabi l i t i es w h e n  t h e  cho i ce s e t  i s  al tere d .  
'vVe cannot en1 p h as i zc cn crngh t h at t h ese con clus ions  are a l l  based on the formulat ion 
of t he systerni c comp on e n t. o f  L it e  rn ocle l  that  we h ave aclo p ted . In par t i cu lar ,  we a.re using 
a very general form of t h e  systcrn i c  model here: one i n c l u ding both indiv idual specific 
var iables and altern at i ve- spec i fi c  vari ables . It i s  i rnportant to  realize that the more 
commonly used lVl u l t i norni al Logi t Model does not incl ude  alternat ive-specific var iables . 
In cases where MNL may be the appropr iate model ( i . e . , where the correct model does 
not include alternat i ve sp eci fi c var i ables ) ,  correlation s anrnng the disturbances may or 
may not lead to results s i m i la r  to  t hose reported here . Research on that specific question 
is beyond the scope of th i s  p ap er . 
The price on e pays for n1 rmi n g  M N P  rather t h an I P  (or a logit formulation) i s  that 
the s tan dard errnrs o f  t h e  coeffi c i e n t.  es t i m ates a.re l arger than t hey woul d be under IP.  
However ,  we have s h ow n  t. h ; l L  w i tl1 sarnp les o f  1000 observat ions  i t  i s  poss i ble to recover 
s tat i s t i cally sign i fi can t est i m ates of t h e  su bstan t ive parameters of t he model . This holds 
for the two types of coeffi c i ents  1ve h ave est imated h e re :  al t ernat i ve- specific coefficients as 
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well as individual-specific coeffic ients .  However , in appl i cat ions where understanding the 
error covariances i s  important , NINP may not be useful to polit ical scient i s t s  with data  
sets on  the  order o f  1000 observations . The problem w i th  MNP a s  we  see it  now i s  that i t  
is  not very likely that in samp les of  1 000 observat ions MNP will produce precise estimates 
of the correlations among the disturbances . While this i s  troubling,  i t  should not lead 
us to abandon the MNP technique . The fact that correlations between disturbances 
are difficult to precisely est imate  should not lead us to adopt model specifications and 
estimation techniques that assume those correlations are zero . vVhat our results show is 
that we should be aware that t he  MNP model will give us consistent est imates of the 
model parameters , but we are unlikely to  have a reliab l e  idea of what the error covariance 
terms are .  
So ,  our pract ical advice i s  t hat when dealing with multiple , discrete ,  and unordered 
choice data whether one is wi l l i ng to as s u m e  that the error terms are uncorrelated should 
depend upon what one wishes to  learn.  It appears that bas ic  inferences of the effects of 
independent var i ab les on t h e  p ro bab i l i ty of choosing each alternat ive will be correct even 
if this assumpt i on is mai ntai n ed w hen i t  i s in fact false .  However , if the researcher is 
interested in learning of the effect s of om i t ting a choice then t h e  independence assumption 
should be avoi ded . In stead , we recommen d the u se of the MNP model: i t  provides a 
means to obtain  cons i s t ent es t i rn ates of the parameters of the systemic component of our 
models and correctly computes p robabili ties based on alternative choice set s .  
Increased availabili ty o f  soph i sticated stat istical software and powerful computing ca­
pability is bringing a range of models within reach of use by pol i t ical scient i s t s .  However,  
before rushing to embrace these models the discipline needs to examine how well suited 
they are to the types of data  set s likely to be encountered . We have demonstrated here 
that applying CL and G EY to a particular set. of questions would be a bad idea for the 
disc ipline . And we have sh own t h at MNP est imation is pract i cal on data sets of the size 
likely to be avai lable ,  but that sam ples of more than 1 000 observations will probably be 
necessary to p recise ly learn the relat ionship among dis turbances . 
The research we have presen ted here i s  of course not an exhaustive t reatment of 
MNP or GEY . As  em p i ri c al research ers are well a.ware , one only learns the properties 
of est imat i on tech ni ques thro u g h  ex ten s i ve use.  A n d  researchers may well find cases 
with 1 000 observat io n s w h ere M N P  p roduces extremely preci se est i n1ates of correlations 
among d i s turbances . B y  p ro v i d i n g  evi dence for the benefits  of MNP in poli t ical science 
over G EY an d CL we hop e to en courage researchers to begin to accumulate such extensive 
experience . VVe th i n k  c h o i ce models are i n  the i r  i n fan cy in pol i t i cal science. In this paper 
we have tr i ed to lay a ·p i ece of the  gro undwork for steps  toward estimating richer models . 
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Tabl e  1 
Estimates  o f  In d e p e n d e nt P ro b i t  A c r o s s  Hyp o t h e t ical  Error S t ructures 
Error Covari ance Matrix :  
True A B c D E F 
(3 - . l - . 1 0  - . 1 3  - . 09 - . 1 2  - . 1 4 - . 1 3a 
. 03 . 04 . 0 :3 . 04 . 04 . M
b 
. 0 :3 . 03 . 0 3  . 04  . 03 . 03 c 
·1/J1 1  . :3  . 3 0  . 6 3  . 2 1  1 . 99 . 90  1 . 03  
. 08 . 1 0  . 08 . 1 6  . 09 . 1 0  
. 08 . 0 9  . 0 7  1 r.: . 0 . 0 9  . 0 9  
1/11 2 1 1 . 0 1 . 79 . 79 . 68 . 3 1  . 26 
. 10  . 1 :3 . 09 . 1 8  . 1 0  . 1 0  
. 1 0  . 1 3 . 0 9  . 1 9 . 1 0 . 1 0  
I 
1[>13 - . 2  - . 20 - . 3 7  - . 1 6  - . 23 - . 1 1  - . 1 1  
. 08 . 0 9  . 08 . 1 4 . 08 . 0 8  
. 0 7  . 08 . 06 . 1 4 . 0 7 . 0 7  
·1/J2 1 . 7  . 70 1 . 27  .4<'1 2 . :38  1 . 0 7  1 . 2 1  
. 0 7  . 0 9  . 0 7  . 1 6  . 09 . 1 0  
. 0 7  . 08 . 0 7  . 14  . 09 . 09 
I 1/)2 2  - . 7  - . 70 - . 22 - . 9 1  - 1 . 0 6  - 1 .  7 5  - 1 . 5 5  
. 0 9  . 0 9  . 0 9  . 1 8  . 1 2  . 1 2 
. 0 9  . 1 0  . 0 9  . 1 9  . 1 3 . 1 2  
V'23 . 04 . 04 - . 0 6  . 06 . 004 . 1 4 . 1 2  
. 08 . 0 8  . 0 7  . 1 5  . 09 . 0 9  
. 0 6  . 0 7  . 0 6  . 1 4 . 0 7  . 0 8  
a. The fir s t  ro w  gi ves the average o f  our est im ate for 500  tr ials . 
b The second row gives the sample s tandard deviation of our 500  tr ials . 
c The third row gi ves the average our 500 tr ials of the  s tandard error computed by our 
maximum likelihood code . 
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Tab l e  2 A  
P re d i c t e d  C h an ge s  i n  P ro b ab i l ity fo r C h an ge s  
i n  Indivi d u al S p e c i fi c  Variable 
M N P  Estimates 
Che 1 
a 1 = . 5 . 58 
a 1 - . 25 . 49 
a 1 = 0 . 40 
a i - . 5 . 22 
IP E s t i m at e s  
C h e  l 
a1 . 5  . 60 
ai = . 25 . 51 
a 1 - 0 .40  
a 1 = - . 5  . 2 1  
6 Che 2 
. 22  
( . 09 ) . 3 :3 
( . 19) .46  
( . 36 ) . 70 
6 C h e  2 
. 24 
( . 09 )  . 3 5  
( . 20 ) .48 
( .:39) . 7:3 
1 9  
6 
( - . 1 1 ) 
( - . 2 :3 ) 
( - . 48 ) 
6 
( - . 11 ) 
( - . 24 ) 
( - . 49 ) 
Che 3 
. 19 
. 1 8 
. 1 5 
. 08 
C h e  3 
. 1 6 -
.1 4 
p . �
. 07  
6 
( . 02 ) 
( . 05 ) 
( . 1 1 )  
6 
( . 02 ) 
( . 04 ) 
( .09 ) 
Tab l e  2 B  
P r e d i c t e d  C h an ge s  i n  P r o b ab i l ity fo r C h an ge s  
i n  A l t e r n at ive S p e c i fi c  Vari a b l e  
M N P  Est i m at e s  
C h e  1 6. Ch e 2 6. Che 3 
.1: 1 = 1 . 58 .22 . 1 9  
X1 = . 5 . 60 ( - . 0 1 ) . 22  ( . 0 1 ) . 1 9 
X1 = 0 . 6 1 ( - . 03 ) . 2 1  ( . 0 1 ) . 1 8  
X 1 = L'! . .  so  ( . 08 ) . 2 7  ( - . 0 .5 ) . 2 3  
IP Estimates 
C h e  l 6. Che  2 6. C h e  :3 
T 1 = . 60 . 24 . 1 6  
::r 1  = . .  5 c> . L  ( - . 02 )  . 2 2  ( . o  l ) . 1 6 
X 1 = 0 . 64 ( - . 04 )  . 2 1  ( . 0 2 ) . 1 5 
X 1 = 4 .48 ( . 1 2 ) . 3 0  ( - . 0 7 ) . 2 1 
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6. 
( . 0 1 ) 
( . 0 1 ) 
( - . 04 ) 
6. 
( . 0 1 ) 
( . 02 ) 
( - . 05 ) 
Tabl e  3 
G E V  E s t i m at e s  With 1-l an d 13 A s  Group e d  A l t e r n at ives 
True A B c D E F 
f3 - . 1  - .  1:3 - . 1 2 - . 1 4 - . 1 3  - . 20 - . 1 7  
. 05 . 04 . 06 . 0 6  . 0 7 . 06 
. 05 . 04 . 0 .5 . 06 . 06 . 06 
1fa1 1  . :3  . :34 . 33 . :3 7  1 .:3 1 1 . 80 1 .  77  
. 20 . 1 3 . 2 6  1 . 1 1  1. 1 1  1. 1 6  
. 1 9 . 1 2  . 26  1 . 1 4 1 . 28 1 . 39 
1/J1 2 1 1 . 3 :3 1. 1 5 1 . 62  . :3 0 . 42 . 26 
. 58 . :3 9  . 7 9  . 3 1  . :3 9  . 27  
, ,5 1  . :35 . 6 8  . 30 . 38  .29 
lf' 1 3 - . 2 •) '"" - . � I - . 23 - . 34 -. 1 .5 -.2 1  - . 1 7  
. 1 6 . 1 0 . 2 :3 . 22 .24 . 20 
. 1 4 . 09 . 2 0  . 1 9  . 22 . 20 
'l/!2 1 . 7 . 88 . 79 1 . 0 7  1 . 77 2. 14 2 . 05 
. 46 . 2 :3 . 7 1  1 . 1: 3  1 . 35 1 . 33  
. 4 1 .2 1 . 6 6  1 . 1 7  l.. 56 1 . 6 1  
1/J 2 2  - .  7 - . 8 7  - . 88 - . 88 - 1 . 8 1  - 2 . 28 - 2 . 06 
. :3 1 . 2 .5 .40 . :3 1  . 30 .24 
. 28 .22 .36 . :3 1  . 3 3  . 2 7  
1/123 . 04 . 04 . o .s . 02 . 1 :3 . 1 3  . 1 2 
l 
C) . 1 0 . 1 4  . 2 :3 . 20 . 1 8 
. 11  . 09 . 1: 3  . 20 . 1 9 .1 8 
- . 004 . 64  - . 6 :3 . 5 9  - . 49  - . 26 
. 47  . 1 4 . 8 1  . :3 6  . 94  . SO 
.4 1  . 1 2 . 74 . 36  1 . 0 6  . 99 
a The first  row gives the average of our est imate .  
b The second row gives the san1ple s tandard dev iat ion .  
c The th i rd  row gi ves the average of  the s tandard error computed by our maximum 
l i kel i hood code.  
2 1  
01 
(/ 1 
(/ l 
a 1 
:r· 1 
:r: l 
:1: 1  
;(' l 
Tab l e  3 A  
GEV : P r e d i c t e d  C h an ge s  i n  P ro b a b i l ity fo r  
C h an ge s  i n  Indivi d u al S p e c i fi c  Var i ab l e s  
C h e  1 6. Che 2 6. Che 3 6. 
. 5  . 62 . 23 . 1 6  
. 25  ,- ;) . a �  ( .10) . 34 ( - . ll )  . 1 4  ( . 02 ) 
0 . 4 1 ( .21) . 48 ( - . 2 ;3 ) . 1 1  ( . 04 ) 
- . 5  . 20 ( .42 ) . H  ( - . 5 1 ) . 06 ( . 09 ) 
Tab l e  3 B  
G E V :  P r e d i c t e d  C h an ges i n  P ro b ab i l i ty fo r 
C h an ge s  i n  A l t e r n at i ve S p e c i fi c  Variab l e s  
C h e  1 6. Che 2 6. Che 3 6. 
(:' ') . L  . 2 3  . 1 Ci 
. 5  . 6 :3 ( - . 02 ) . 22  ( . 0 1 ) . 1 5  ( . 0 1 ) 
() . ();'")  ( 0 I \ - . l I ) . 20 i () •) ) \ .  � . 1 4 ( . 0 1 ) 
/1 . :) () ( .  l l ) . :) 0  ( - .  08 ) . 1 9 ( - .  04 ) 
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Tabl e  4 
P r e d i c t e d  P r o b ab i l ity and C h anges fo r C h o o s i n g  A l t e rnative O n e  
W h e n  A l t e r n at i ve Three i s  Remove d fr o m  t h e  C h o i c e  S e t  
C h an g e s  i n  In d i v i d u al S p e c i fi c  Vari ab l e  l\!INP IP GEV 
P1 L:-. P1 L:-. P1 L:-. 
a1 . 5 . 6.5  7 1  72 
a1 . 25 54 ( . 1 1 ) 59 ( . 1 2 ) 59 ( . 1 3 ) 
ai 0 A3 ( . 22 ) . 46 ( . 25 ) .44 ( . 27) 
a1 - . 5 . 2 :3 ( .42 ) . 23  ( AS ) . 20 ( . 52 ) 
C h an g e s  i n  A l t e r n at i ve S p e c i fi c  Variable 
Pi L:-. P2 6 P3 L:-. 
X1 I . 65 . 7 1  . 72 
X 1 . .  5 . 66 ( - . 0 1 ) 
M') 
. I � ( - . 02 ) . 74 ( - . 02 ) 
X1 0 . 68 ( - .  03 ) . 74 ( - . 03 ) . 75 ( - . 03 ) 
X1 4 . rs 1  ( . 08 ) . 6 1  ( . 1 0 ) . 60 ( . 1 2 ) 
Tabl e  5 
E s t i m at e s  of  C o e ffi c i e nt s  v i a  Mult i n o m i al P r o b i t : 
T h r e e  Elern.ents  of t h e  C ovariance Mat rix E s t i m at e d  
l�rror Covariance lVIcttrix :  
'I'rue A B c D E F 
;3 - . 1 - . 0 9  - . 1 1  - . 08 - . 1  ;3 - . 1 1  - . 1 1  (} 
. 0 :3 . 0:3  . 0 3  . 04 . 04 . 04b 
7/'1 1  . :3 . 24 . 2 7  . 24 . 65 . 29 . :34  
. :3 9 . :37  . :34 . .  56 . :33  . 36  
7/J 1 2  1 . 94 1 . 1 8  . 78 1 . 0 1  . 89  . 8 :3 
. �3 9  . 1±1  . :3 5  . 4 2  . 2 9  . 29 
3 - . 2  - . 1 8 -.23 - . 1 6  - . 22 - . 1 8  - . 1 7  
. rm . 0 9  . 0 9  . 1  () . 0 9  . 0 9  
'l/)2 1 . I . 62 . 7 '.3 . 5 2  l . 11  . 65 . 6 8  
') � . � I . 28 . 24 . :)2  . 29 . :3 2  
l/'2 2 - . I - . (i5  - .  70 - . 69  - . % - . % - . 9 1  
. � n  . 22 . :34 . tl 3 . 4 1  . 39 
l/'23 . (}j  . O'J . 0�3 . 04 . 0 6  . 07 . 0 6  
. 08 . 08 . 0 7  . l l . 0 7  . 0 7  
a. T he fi rst  row gi ves the average of our  es t i m ate for 500 tr ials . 
b The second row gi ves t he sarnple s t an dard deviat ion of our 500 tr ials . 
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Tabl e  6 
Estimates  o f  C o rrelat i o n s  B etwe e n  D i sturban c e s :  
Re c ove r i n g  Three C o rrelat i o n s  
A c t ual Est i m at e d  
C o rrelat i o n s  C o rr e l at i o n s  
0"1 2 0"1 3 0"23 0"1 2 0"1 3 0"23 
Set  A 0 0 0 . 05 . 0 7 . 08" 
. 28 4') A7 b 
. 29 . 4 1  . 46 c 
Set  F3 0 . 8 0 - .  HJ . 6 7  . 08 
. 2/1 . 20 . 3 6  
. 2 :)  . 20  . :38  
Set  c 0 - . 8 0 . 1 8  - . 1 6  . 1:3  
') "" . � I . 45 . 4 7  
. 29 . 42  .45 
Set D 0 . 5  . 8 - . :33  . 2 7  .49 
.22 . i! ) . :3 :3 
. 26 . 44 . :3 7  
Set E 0 - . :) . 8 . 0 9  •) '"' - . � I . 68  
. 24 . :3 8  . 22 
. 22 . :3 2  . 2 0  
Set F - . 2  - . :) . 8  - . l 7 - . 2 0  . 6 6  
. 24 . :3 8  . 2 :3 
. 26 . 39 . 23 
" The firs t  row gi ves t he average of our est imate for 500 t r ials .  
b The second row gi ves the  sainp]e s t an d ard deviat ion of our 500 t r ials . 
c The t h i rd row gi ves t he ave rage our 500 tr i als  of the s t an d ard error computed by our 
n1 ax imum likelihood code.  
6 Endnotes 
1 However ,  the independen ce of the d ist urb an ces woul d  still generate biased estimates of the p ara.meters 
of interest for Con d i t ional Logi t i f  t h e  errors were in fact correlated . 
2 Ty p i c ally, the number of integral  d i mensions is roughly equivalent to the number of alternatives . I n  
the trinom i al prob i t  model , for exam p l e ,  with three choices there would  normally b e  three d imensions to 
the mu l t i variate normal i ntegral . lloweve r ,  following the lead of H ausm an an d \Vise ( 1 978) , by examining 
not the u t i l i ty fun c t ions but rather the d i fferences be tween u t i l i ty fu n c tions , the number of dimensions 
can b e  reduced to two . G enerally t h is h as b een shown to work for u p  to fi ve alternatives . 
3 D aganzo also s t ates that as a reg u l arity con dition of the lVl N P  model , the sp ecified error covariance 
m atrix should  b e  p osi t ive d e fi n i t e  across all p ossible  values of the l atent p arameters ( H l79) . This h as 
led some to argue t h at error covar i an ce m a.tri ces should be esti mated as a. practical m atter as C holesky 
factorizations of the or igin al error covari ance m atrix ( e . g .  B u n ch 1 9 9 1 ) . This wil l  insure that the regu­
larity co n d i t ions are general ly m e t  fo r a formally-identified covari an ce matr ix .  Additionally, expressing 
the error covar i an ce m at r i x  as a C h o l es k y  factor i z a t i o n  a l so a l lows the m o deler to examine all p ossible 
transformat ions  b e L ween t h e  C h o l es k y  fac tor i z at i o n  and the o r i g i n al erro r covar i ance matrix to insure 
their val i d i ty .  
4 G EV i s  equivalen t  to t h e  gen e r al s p e c i ficat ion of n ested l og i t ;  h owever one can run a mo del referred to 
as nested logit  which does i m p ose IIA. Jn such a case the coeffi cient of the ' inclusive value ' is constrained 
to b e  one. See M aclclala  ( Hl8 :3 ) .  
5 G EV is equivalent  to t h e  N ested iVl u l t i n om i al Logi t (N lVl N L ) model where the coefficient of (} i n  
N M N L  is not  constra ined to b e  1 .  Jt h as b een shown that N 1VI N L  can b e  est imated sequenti ally using 
binary logi t .  One p r o b l e m  w i t h  t h i s  techn i q u e  i s  t h at it does not p ro duce correct standard errors . 
Amemiya ( 1 978 )  p rov i d es a correct i o n  fo r the covar i an ce m atrix of the  est imates . B u t  it seems much 
more s trai g h tforward Lo acl o p l. an est i m at i o n  tech n i q ue d i rect ly  p ro d u cing an asymptotically consistent 
covariance m at r i x  t h an to p ro d  11 ce a covari ance m atr ix  n eed i n g conecti on . 
Another  p oten t i al p ro h l e rn w i t h L h e  seq uen t i al  es t i m a t i o n  tech n i q ue i s  t h a t  i t  m ay not  be  a s  flexible 
i n  allowing for the forrn u l at i o n  o f' t h e  system i c  com p onen L o f  L h e  u t i l i ty fu n ct ion . The G EV model 
is quite robust in th is  res p eel . A 1 1  es t i  m ates p resented here  are  ful l  i n fo r m ation m aximum likelihood 
estimates of the G E V  m o d e l .  
6 In fact , i n  o u r  p rev i o u s  work w i th  the  M N P  and C EV mo de ls on d at a  t aken from b o t h  U.S .  and U . K .  
national e l ect. i o n s ,  w e  h ave est i rn a.tecl 111 o d c ls v e r y  s i rn i l ar t o  t h i s . I n  fu t u re IVIonte Carlo simulations,  it  
wil l  b e  very i m p o r ta n t ! o  r c p l i c a l.c a l l o f' o u r  M on te C a r l o  r u n s  h e r e  f'o r d i ffere n t  " t r ue" specification -
most espec i al l y ,  w h e n  we sp ec i fy t h e  1 n o d e l  w i t h d i ffere n t  rat i os o f  choi ce s p e c ifi c  an d indiv idual s p ecific 
coeffici e n t s .  Reca l l t h at o n e  o f' t h e  fi n d  i 11gs i n  K ean e ' s  ( 1 992 ) work was t h at. t h e  m ore restrictions which 
can be m a.de in t h e lVl N P  rnode l , t h e  be t. fe r  t h e  mode l  w as a b l e  L o  recover t h e  " t r ue" p ara.meter values . 
7Each set of M o n te Carlo t r ia ls  w as b eg u n  w i t h  t h e  same seed t o  t h e  random number generator . For 
a.II of these ·Mo n te Car lo s i m u l at i o n s ,  we u se d  G auss :3 . 1. 4  an d i\fa x l i k  :3 . I. : 3 on an I B JVI RS / 6 0 0 0 . 
8 Recall that s ince we are using t h e  F error covari ance matri x ,  the true val ues of the error covariances 
are (} 1 2  = - . 2 ,  (}13 = - . 5 and (} 2 3  = . 8 .  \'Vhen we com p u te the probabi l i ties for the IP mo del , we assume 
that each of t h ese e r ro r  covar i a n ces are equ a l  to 0 .  
9 \Ve j us t i fy  t h e  u se o f  m u l t. i vari aJe n o n n al errors in the  G EV Monte Carlo tests presented here by 
noting t h at we desi red lo test al l o f" t h ese r an d om u ti l i ty models  on s i m i l a r  d at a  sets . vVere w e  to u s e  a 
G E V  distr ibu tion fo r t h ese t.es ts , an d a rn u l ti vari at.e nor m al d i s t r i b u t ion for the pro b i t  models , w e  woul d  
b e  introdu cing var i a t i o n  we co u l d  n o t co n t rol  for i n  t h ese ex p e r i men ts . 
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1 0 An d  this  expectation i s  confirmed b y  t h e  resu l t  o f  the fi rst  colu m n  o f  Table 3 .  
2 7  
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